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USING 
A TEST LIGHT 
By Norm Teter 
Extension Agricultural Engineer 
Suppose a table lamp doesn't light. You've checked 
to see that it is pi ugged in and the bulb is good. 
Somewhere in the house wiring or in the lamp the 
electric current has stopped and 1sn't reaching the bulb. 
An inexpensive test light, available in hardware stores, 
will locate the trouble. 
A test light is two short wires attached to a small 
bulb. The insulation around the wires may be different 
colors, but this need not concern you. The metal points 
on the wires-ca lled terminals- work like the prongs of a 
plug. Here is how you would use it to find where electric 
current has been interrupted. 
1. Test the wall outlet to see if electricity is coming 
that far (Fig. 1 ). Put the term inals of the test light into 
the outlet. If it lights, power is com ing into t he wall 
outlet and t he trouble is in t he lamp. 
Figure 1 
2. Test the lamp switch and socket. Plug the lamp in 
and remove the bulb. Put one of the test light terminals 
in the middle bottom of the socket and the other against 
the inside (Fig. 2). Turn the lamp on with the switch. If 
the test light does not glow, power is not reaching the 
socket and you will need to replace the socket and 
switch. 
Figure 2 
Suppose when testing the wall outlet (Fig. 1) you 
discover that power is not coming to the outlet. 
1. Test the fuse box to see if it is carrying electricity 
to the outlet. Remove the fuse which controls the outlet 
in question. Place one terminal of the test light on the 
center screw of the fuse receptacle. Place the other 
terminal on the inside ridges (Fig. 3). If the test light 
glows, power is going to the fuse and you probably need 
a new fuse. 
Figure 3 
2. If power is not going to the fuse, test to see if 
electricity is coming into the house. Unscrew the cover 
of the fuse box. Remove the cover and you will see two 
·nsulated (wrapped) power wires and one bare ground 
wire. CAUTION: DO NOT TOUCH THESE WIRES OR 
SCREWS WITH YOUR HANDS. IT IS SAFE ONLY TO 
USE AN INSULATED TEST LIGHT. 
3. Put one term ina! of the test light on the screw at 
the end of an insulated wire and the other terminal on 
the screw at the end of the ground wire (Fig. 4 ). If the 
test I ight glows, power is coming into the house throu~Jh 
that rower wire. Then try a terminal on the screw at the 
end of the othPr power wire, keeping one terminal 
always on the screw at the end of the ground wire. If the 
test light glows, electricity is coming through this wire, 
•oo. If power is not corning through one or both of these 
wires, call the electrir power company to restore service. 
Figure 4 
